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Abstract
In this study, radiation-induced precipitation of transmutation products is addressed via the
development of a new solute and vacancy concentration dependant Ising model for the
W–Re–Os system. This new model includes interactions between both Os and Re atoms with
vacancies, thus facilitating more representative simulations of transmutation in fusion reactor
components. Local solute concentration dependencies are introduced for the W–Re, W–Os
and Re–Os pair interactions. The model correctly accounts for the repulsion between small
clusters of vacancies and the attraction between larger clusters/voids, via the introduction of
local vacancy concentration dependant interaction coefficients between pairs of atoms and
vacancies. To parameterise the pair interactions between atoms and/or vacancies, the enthalpy
of mixing, ΔHmix, for various configurations and solute/defect concentrations, was calculated
using density functional theory, within 6 binary systems: W–Re, W–Os, Re–Os, W–vacancy,
Re–vacancy and Os–vacancy. The new energy model was implemented into the SPPARKS
Monte Carlo code, and successfully used to predict the formation of voids decorated
with Re and Os solute atoms. Analysis suggests that there is a strong thermodynamic tendency
for Os to bind to these voids with a comparatively weaker binding from Re atoms. The binding
energies of various solute/vacancy clusters were calculated and showed that Re and Os solute
atoms tend to stabilise small clusters of vacancies, increasing the attractive binding energy
between the constituents.
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1. Introduction

In the divertor and plasma facing components of a DEMOn-
stration fusion power station, high heat fluxes and intense neu-
tron loading necessitates the development of novel material
solutions. Restrictions based on acceptable activation levels
following component removal from a reactor severely limits
materials selection options for these components. Tungsten
is now considered to be the leading candidate material for
these applications after other options such as carbon and beryl-
lium were found to be unsuitable. Tungsten has a high melting
temperature (3965 K [1,2]), favourable activation properties
[3,4], a good thermal conductivity (165 W m−1 K−1 [5]) and a
high sputtering threshold under D, T and He plasma exposure
(Eth = 100 eV [6]). Transmutation effects under intense neu-
tron irradiation leads to the production of Re, Os and Ta. Many
studies have therefore focused on the W–Re binary system,
as Re is the primary transmutation product produced under
neutron irradiation under a DEMO neutron spectrum [4,7–9],
however, recent results indicate that the addition of small quan-
tities of Os (the secondary transmutation product) can lead to
major changes in the observed microstructure [10,11]. In unir-
radiated W, alloying with small quantities of Re (0–10 at.%)
has been shown to introduce a small solution softening effect,
but increasing the Re content further results in a large increase
in hardness associated with the formation of brittle intermetal-
lic σ phase [12]. Under irradiation, precipitation of Re has
been linked to a major degradation of thermal and mechanical
properties [10,13–16].

Transmutation in W is a result of a sequence of neutron
absorbtion (n, γ) and neutron loss reactions (n, 2n), followed
by β-decay of the resultant isotopes [4]. The cross sections for
these reaction depends strongly on the isotopes in the mate-
rial and on the incident neutron energy spectrum. The primary
transmutation product, Re, is produced through the β-decay of
isotopes produced as a result of neutron absorbtion reactions
in W, whereas Ta is produced in smaller quantities via the β-
decay of isotopes produced by neutron loss reactions. Os on the
other hand is produced via the absobtion and β-decay of iso-
topes of Re [4,7–9,17]. Nuclear inventory modelling of trans-
mutation in a concept DEMO reactor indicate that as much as
3.8 at.%Re and 1.38 at.%Os could be produced under a spa-
tially homogeneous neutron spectrum, after 5 full-power years
and a dose of 25 dpa [4]. By contrast, irradiation under fission
spectrum neutrons in a reactor such as the high flux reactor
leads to post-irradiation composition an order of magnitude
higher after the same irradiation time [4,18].

Due to the current absence of a source of fusion spec-
trum neutrons, experimental studies of transmutation and

radiation damage effects in W must rely n simulated neutron
damage, either produced using fission spectrum neutrons or
using charged particle irradiation (such as with heavy-ions
or protons). Neutron irradiation in a number of test reac-
tors have found radiation induced hardening [15,19–21] and a
decrease in the ductile to brittle transition temperature [14,16].
At low doses the hardening response is primarily a result of an
accumulation of dislocation loops and small vacancy clusters,
whereas at higher doses the response is dominated by voids
and brittle intermetallic precipitates [15].

Precipitation of non-equilibrium phases in irradiated mate-
rial is a commonly observed phenomena and is a result of
radiation induced precipitation, whereas radiation enhanced
diffusion can lead to a faster rate of formation of equilibrium
phases. Due to their low solubility limits, Re and Os precipita-
tion is therefore expected under irradiation, but is observed to
occur at concentrations well below said solubility limits. Neu-
tron irradiation studies have found a combination of σ and χ
phase intermetallics, nanoscale Re and Os rich clusters, as well
as voids decorated with Re and Os [11,19,21–26]. Similarly,
heavy-ion irradiation studies have found Re and Os precipita-
tion, and have shown that Os can act to suppress Re clustering
[10,27].

The unique behaviour of W–(Re, Os) alloys suggests that
increased solute transport may be a result of strong Re and
Os binding to point defects. The most stable self-interstitial
configuration in pure W is the 〈111〉 dumbbell, which under-
goes fast 1D migration [28,29]. Strong binding between Re
[30] and Os atoms with interstitials leads to the formation of
thermodynamically stable W-solute mixed interstitial dumb-
bells. Both Re and Os mixed interstitial dumbbells result in
enhanced solute transport thanks to their combined high sta-
bility and mobility; the latter through effective 3D migration
without dissociation via a series of translation and rotation
processes [31–33]. Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) models in
which this transport process has been implemented have pre-
dicted the formation of Re rich precipitates, facilitated primar-
ily by W–Re mixed interstitial migration [34,35]. However,
the W–Re energy model does not capture the expected vacancy
clustering, because the pair interactions are independent of the
local vacancy concentration.

The di-vacancy interaction in W is repulsive, whereas a
three-vacancy cluster and larger is attractive [36], which leads
to an under prediction of void formation in a model in which
the pair interactions are independent of local concentration.
Both void formation and decoration with Re has been pre-
dicted using a cluster expansion Hamiltonian [36]. But as has
been outlined in experimental studies, the W–Re binary sys-
tem alone cannot be used to model transmutation effects in a
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fusion reactor, because of the strong effect of Os on the resul-
tant microstructure. Modelling radiation damage in W there-
fore relies on the development of a new energy model for W,
Re and Os atoms, the derivation of which is one of the key
objectives of this study.

This study features a new broken-bond energy model for
KMC simulations in the W–Re–Os alloy, where both vacancy
and interstitial dumbbell type defects are considered. The
inclusion of Os interactions allows for more representative
simulations of W component evolution in a fusion reactor.
This new model captures the attractive binding of clusters of 4
or more vacancies, as well as the repulsion between smaller
clusters, including the di-vacancy. density functional theory
(DFT) calculations were performed over a wide range of con-
figurations for the W–Re–Os–vacancy quaternary system and
were used to parameterise the various pair interactions present
within the new model. The attractive nature of the vacan-
cies in clusters containing 4 or more vacancies is accounted
for by considering the local vacancy concentration in the
calculation of the atom–vacancy pair interaction coefficients.
Similarly, we consider the local solute concentration when cal-
culating the interactions between Re and or Os solute and W
atoms. Metropolis Monte Carlo simulations were performed to
investigate the equilibrium configurations of simulation cells
containing vacancies. Canonical simulations were also per-
formed to study the interaction between clusters of vacancies
and Re/Os solute atoms.

2. Fitting enthalpies of mixing

2.1. Pair interaction energy model

The model presented in this study is based on a pair interac-
tion Hamiltonian, in which the interactions between pairs of
individual atoms and point defects are considered. The Hamil-
tonian for a basic pair interaction model can be expressed
as a sum of interaction coefficients between pairs of atoms,
ε, according to equation (1), where (m) is the nearest neigh-
bour shell, α and β are the atom types of the two sites being
considered and n is the number of bonds between α and β.

H =
∑

m

∑
α,β

n(m)
α–βε

(m)
α–β. (1)

In this study, the description given by equation (1) is
expanded such that the pair interaction coefficients, ε, depend
on their local solute or vacancy concentration. The general
Hamiltonian in the model presented in this study is therefore
given by equation (2),

H =
∑

i, j,α,β

ni, j
α,β(xi

α, x j
β)εi, j

α,β(xi
α, x j

β), (2)

where ni, j
α,β , is the number of bonds between sites i and j,

between atoms of type α and β; εi, j
α,β , is the bond energy

between atoms of type α and β; and xα is the local concentra-
tion of α. Interactions are considered between the first nearest
neighbour (1NN) and second nearest neighbour atoms (2NN),

and the value of the pair interaction, εi, j
α,β , depends on the dis-

tance between the sites, i and j being considered. For a bcc
system such as W, the total number of atoms in the first and
second nearest neighbour shells are z(1)

T = 8, and z(2)
T = 6. The

local concentration of α, xα, is calculated to the 2NN shell of
the two sites being considered.

2.2. DFT calculations

The DFT calculations used for fitting enthalpy of mixing
[36,37] in this study were performed with the Vienna ab initio
simulation package (VASP) [38–40]. The interaction among
ions and electrons is described by using the projector aug-
mented waves (PAWs) method [41]. Exchange and correla-
tion were treated in the generalised gradient approximation
GGA-PBE [42], with PAW potentials for W, Re and Os con-
taining semi-core p electron contributions. To treat clusters
containing from 2 to 47 sites with solute atoms and vacan-
cies, orthogonal bcc super-cells containing 128 and 250 sites
were used in calculations. Total energies were calculated using
the Monkhorst–Pack mesh [43] of k-points in the Brillouin
zone, with the k-mesh spacing of 0.15 Å−1. This corresponds to
4 ×4× 4 or 3 ×3× 3 k-point meshes for a bcc super-cell of
4 ×4× 4 or 5 ×5× 5 bcc structural units, respectively. The
plane wave cut-off energy was 400 eV. The total energy con-
vergence criterion was set to 10−6 eV cell−1, and force com-
ponents were relaxed to 10−3 eV Å−1. Super-cell calculations
were performed considering vacancy clusters interacting with
solute atoms (Re, Os) in bcc W lattice under constant pressure
conditions, with structures optimised by relaxing both atomic
positions as well as the shape and volume of the super-cell.
Besides the data obtained from the large supercell structures
for random configurations, the DFT calculations were also per-
formed for 2 ×2× 2 supercell structures generated from dec-
oration of one vacancy and other W, Re, Os atoms from 58
bcc-like ordered structures originally used for binary system
[44,45]. In addition, special quasi-random structures, created
from alloy theoretic automated toolkit code [36,37,45,46], for
configurations with one vacancy and different W and solute
atoms were also employed. More detailed information about
the DFT energy data used in figures 1–4 and 6 of the present
work can be found from recent publications [13,36,37,47–49].

DFT calculations also enable determining the binding
energy of defect clusters. The binding energy of each defect
configuration is computed using the following definition:

Eb(A1, A2 . . . , AN) =
N∑
i

E(Ai)

−
[

E

(
N∑
i

Ai

)
− (N − 1)Eref

]
(3)

where Ai marks each component of the N-component clus-

ter. E(
N∑
i

Ai), E(Ai), and Eref are respectively the energy

of the supercell containing the cluster, that containing the
isolated component Ai, and the perfect W atom super-cell.
In this convention, positive energies stand for attractive
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Figure 1. Plots showing the binary DFT data for the (a) W–Re,
(b) W–Os and (c) Re–Os systems, with the DFT data shown as
hollow points and the convex hull with filled square markers. Also
shown is the function fitted to the convex hull of the data, with the
corresponding fitting parameters (see equations (12) and (13)) given
in the legend.

interactions. For validation sake, an independent VASP study
of binding energies for selected defective configurations of
vacancy–(Re)–(Os) clusters in W has also been performed
[50] and these DFT results are shown in figure 8. Here, each
configuration with 1 to 4 vacancies and a variable amount of
Re and Os atoms (up to 4 components in total) was embed-
ded in the centre of a 5 ×5× 5 super-cell with a bcc crystal
structure and periodic boundary conditions on all sides. For

Figure 2. Plots showing the binary DFT data for the (a) W–vac,
(b) Re–vac and (c) Os–vac systems, with the DFT data shown as
hollow points and the convex hull with filled square markers. Also
shown is the function fitted to the convex hull of the data, with the
corresponding parameters given in the legend. In (a) where more
limited data was available, the convex hull used for fitting consists
of all of the hollow DFT points.

each cluster composition, the configurations were picked semi-
randomly to favour the most compact ones, and the maximum
distance between one cluster component and the others could
not exceed √3a0. With respect to the previous DFT datasets,
the latter calculations were performed with a plane-wave cut-
off of 350 eV and a 3 × 3 × 3 k-point grid. More importantly,
in place of zero-pressure conditions, the cell volume and shape
were kept fixed to the obtained equilibrium lattice parameter
of a0 = 3.1725 Å.
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Figure 3. Enthalpy of mixing, ΔHmix, of the ternary (a) W–Re–Os, (b) W–Re–vac, (c) W–Os–cac and (d) Re–Os–vac systems, described
by equation (4) as a function of concentration. Overlaid in black are the enthalpy of mixing points for various concentrations. The opacity of
the DFT points is a function of the number of configurations at that concentration point. The red line in the systems containing vacancies
shows a vacancy concentration of 0.1, beyond which there is limited physical meaning.

2.3. Overview of fitting methodology

In this study, we use the enthalpy of mixing,ΔHmix, calculated
using DFT, to parameterise the various pair interactions. The
enthalpy of mixing for a 4 component alloy containing con-
stituents A, B, C and D, is given by equation, where Ω is the
heat of solution and xA is the concentration of element A.

ΔHmix =
∑
pairs

Ωpxp
Axp

B +
∑

ternary

Ωt xt
Axt

Bxt
C

+
∑

quaternary

Ωqxq
Axq

Bxq
C xq

D + . . . .

To parameterise the interactions, we assume that the
contribution to ΔHmix from the ternary and quaternary

interactions given in equation, are negligible and can therefore
be ignored. Therefore,ΔHmix can be approximated as the sum
of the 6 binary systems: W–Re, W–Os, Re–Os, W–vacancy,
Re–vacancy and Os–vacancy, as shown in equation (4).

ΔHmix ≈
∑
A,B

ΩAB
s xAxB (4)

whereΩs is a function of the pair interaction coefficients. After
parameterising the model under equation (4), the validity of
this assumption is assessed by comparing with the full set of
DFT calculations for the quaternary and ternary systems.

For each of the binary systems, the convex hull of theΔHmix

data from DFT is fit with a polynomial function. By compar-
ing the fitted function for ΔHmix with equation (4), the pair
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Figure 4. Comparison of binding energies of different vacancy
clusters up to 15 vacancies.

Table 1. List of DFT energies used to fit the atom–atom
interactions for the W–Re and W–Os. Also listed are the binding
energies (positive energies indicate an attraction), Eb

V–V for the
di-vacancy from DFT calculations at first and second nearest
neighbour positions.

Configuration Description DFT value (eV) Reference

Ecoh
W Cohesive energy −8.4117 [36]

Ecoh
Re Cohesive energy −7.4935 [36]

Ecoh
Os Cohesive energy −7.4283 This study

Ef
V Formation energy −3.6190 [36]

Eb(1)
V–V Binding energy −0.048 [48]

Eb(2)
V–V Binding energy 0.2860 [48]

interactions can be obtained as a function of the solute atom
concentration. In the following sections, the details of this fit-
ting method are outlined, first for the interatomic interactions
in section 2.4, and then for the vacancy–atom interactions in
section 2.5

2.4. Interatomic interactions

The interactions between two identical elements (i.e. AA, BB,
or CC) can be obtained from the cohesive energies for each
system, which were calculated using DFT and are summarised
in table 1.The cohesive energy of element A, EA,coh, can be
approximated by the sum of the AA pair interactions, ε1,2

AA over
z1 = 8 1NN and z2 = 6 2NN as shown in equation (5).

EA,coh = − z1

2
ε1

AA − z2

2
ε2

AA. (5)

To obtain the values of the pair interactions from equation
(5), a scaling relation between the first and second nearest
neighbour interactions is used, as shown in equation (6). For
the bcc system, the scaling factor has a value of θ = 0.4219
[34].

ε2
AA

ε1
AA

=
ε2

AB

ε1
AB

= θ. (6)

The ΔHmix data from DFT calculations is used to parame-
terise the cross interactions between pairs of dissimilar atoms,
following a similar method to that used by Huang et al [34].
Figure 1 shows the enthalpy of mixing data for the three binary
atomic systems considered in this study: W–Re, W–Os and
Re–Os. The data shown in figure 2 consists of configurations
containing both random and ordered structures [44]. In the cur-
rent approach, the minima of these data are fit using a mean
field approximation, which may result in overestimation of the
stability of some of these ordered configurations.

Fitting of the data was performed in Python using the Con-
vexHull and curve_fit tools from the open source scipy library
[51,52]. The DFT data is shown in figure 1 as hollow data
points, whereas the extracted convex hull is plotted using filled
markers.

As shown in equation (4),ΔHmix for a binary system can be
expressed in terms of the heat of solution, Ωs, and the concen-
tration xA and xB of A and B respectively. For a binary system,
xA + xB = 1, therefore equation (4) can be written in terms of
the concentration of solute only, as shown in equation (7),

ΔHmix = xB(1 − xB)Ωs (7)

where x is the concentration of solute atoms. The heat of solu-
tion can be expressed in terms of the 1NN and 2NN contribu-
tions according to equation (8), where z1 and z2 are the number
of 1NN and 2NN and Ω(1)

s and Ω(2)
s are the respective heats of

mixing for the first and second nearest neighbours.

Ωs = z1Ω
(1)
s + z2Ω

(2)
s . (8)

They can be written as a function of the pair interactions,
ε, as shown in equations (9) and (10), where ε(1)

A–B is the cross-
atom pair interaction between two atoms of type A and B. The
pair interactions, ε(1)

A–A and ε(1)
B–B are obtained from the cohesive

energy for each system using equations (5) and (6).

Ω(1)
s = ε(1)

A–B − 1
2

(
ε(1)

A–A + ε(1)
B–B

)
(9)

Ω(2)
s = ε(2)

A–B − 1
2

(
ε(2)

A–A + ε(2)
B–B

)
. (10)

Combining equation (8) with equations (9) and (10) and
using the relation between the first and second nearest neigh-
bours given in equation (6), Ωs can be written as a function
of the 1NN interaction between the cross A–B interaction, as
shown in equation (11).

Ωs = ε(1)
A–B(z1 + θz2) − z1

2

(
ε(1)

A–A + ε(1)
B–B

)
− z2

2

(
ε(2)

A–A + ε(2)
B–B

)
. (11)

The convex hull of the DFT data was fit with a cus-
tom polynomial function, f (x) = x(1 − x)(γx + δ), using a
least squares method employing the Levenberg–Marquardt
algorithm. The optimised fits for the interatomic systems are
shown in figure 1 along with the fitting constants which are
provided in the legend. The lowest order polynomial func-
tion that provided an acceptable visual fit to the data shown in
figure 1 was chosen. As the ε(1)

A–A interactions are constant with
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Table 2. Pair interactions calculated in this study where the pair interaction between
atoms of type A and B is given by ε(1)

A–B = ax3
B + bx2

B + cxB + d.

Quantity Fit based on: a b c d

ε(1)
W–W Cohesive energy 0 0 0 −1.5975
ε(2)

W–W Cohesive energy 0 0 0 −0.6672
ε(1)

Re–Re Cohesive energy 0 0 0 −1.4231
ε(2)

Re–Re Cohesive energy 0 0 0 −0.6004
ε(1)

Os–Os Cohesive energy 0 0 0 −1.4107
ε(2)

Os–Os Cohesive energy 0 0 0 −0.5935
ε(1)

W–Re ΔHmix (W–Re) 0 0 −0.0112 −1.5266
ε(2)

W–Re ΔHmix (W–Re) 0 0 −0.0047 −0.6440
ε(1)

W–Os ΔHmix (W–Os) 0 0 −0.0662 −1.5221
ε(2)

W–Os ΔHmix (W–Os) 0 0 −0.0279 −0.6422
ε(1)

Re–Os ΔHmix (Re–Os) 0 0 0.0007 −1.4359
ε(2)

Re–Os ΔHmix(Re–Os) 0 0 0.0003 −0.6058
ε(1)

W–V ΔHmix (W–vac) −0.0143 −0.9539 0.9255 −0.5472
ε(2)

W–V ΔHmix (W–vac) −0.0060 −0.4024 0.3905 −0.2309
ε(1)

Re–V ΔHmix (Re–vac) 2.0347 −4.2840 2.7552 −0.9242
ε(2)

Re–V ΔHmix (Re–vac) 0.8584 −1.8073 1.1624 −0.3899
ε(1)

Os–V ΔHmix (Os–vac) 0 −1.9183 2.6751 −1.3951
ε(2)

Os–V ΔHmix (Os–vac) 0 −0.8093 1.1286 −0.5886
ε(1)

V–V Reference energy 0 0 0 0
ε(2)

V–V Reference energy 0 0 0 0

Table 3. Local solute and defect dependencies of the pair
interactions parametrised in this study, for each of the fitted binary
systems.

Interaction Local concentration dependence

W–Re Re
W–Os Os
Re–Os Os
W–vacancy Vacancy
Re–vacancy Vacancy
Os–vacancy Vacancy

respect to local solute and defect concentrations, we assume
that the ε(1)

A–B interactions have the same form as Ωs, such
that ε(1)

A–B = cx + d, where c and d are unknown quantities.
Comparing the optimised fitting variables, δ and γ, with the
Ωs given by equation (11), the following definitions for the
unknown variables c and d can be made:

d =
δ + z1

2

(
ε(1)

A–A + ε(1)
B–B

)
+ z2

2

(
ε(2)

A–A + ε(2)
B–B

)
(z1 + θz2)

(12)

c =
γ

(z1 + θz2)
. (13)

Using equations (12) and (13) and the fitting variables γ
and δ obtained from the fitting of the data shown in figure 1 for
the W–Re, W–Os and Re–Os systems, the values of the pair
interaction coefficients ε(1,2)

W–Re, ε(1,2)
W–Os and ε(1,2)

Re–Os were calcu-
lated as a function of solute concentration and are given in table
2. The solute concentration dependencies of these interactions
are summarised in table 3.

2.5. Defect interactions

A similar approach to that of section 2.4 was used to obtain
the defect-atom interaction coefficients. The enthalpy of mix-
ing for the W–vacancy, Re–vacancy and Os–vacancy systems
was calculated using DFT simulations for the full range of
vacancy concentrations, constrained to a bcc lattice, as shown
in figure 2. Compared to the interatomic interactions dis-
cussed in the previous section, higher order polynomials were
required to generate an acceptable fit for the data for each of
the atom–vacancy binary systems. Similarly to equation (11),
the heat of mixing, Ωs, for a binary atom–vacancy system is
given by equation (14), where A is the atom type and ε(i)

V–V is
the pair interaction between two vacancies at the ith nearest
neighbour distance.

Ω(x) = ε(x)(1)
A–V(z1 + θz2) − z1

2

(
ε(1)

A–A + ε(1)
V–V

)
− z2

2

(
ε(2)

A–A + ε(2)
V–V

)
. (14)

The vacancy–vacancy pair interaction coefficient, ε(i)
V–V, is

set to zero as there is no vacancy–vacancy interaction within
the voids. Interactions occur between the atoms on the periph-
ery of the void with the surrounding atoms in the matrix. The
reference energy for the vacancies in the DFT simulations
is also taken as zero, which is the equivalent of the cohe-
sive energy for the pure atomic systems. By setting ε(i)

V–V = 0,
equation (14) can be reduced to the following:

Ω(x) = ε(x)(1)
A–V(z1 + θz2) − ε(1)

A–A

2
(z1 + θz2). (15)

The function, g(x) fitted to the atom–vacancy interactions
is given by equation (16), where δ, γ, β and α are the variables
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used to optimise the fit.

g(x) = x(1 − x)(δ + γx + βx2 + αx3). (16)

As for the interatomic interactions, we assume that the
atom–defect pair interactions, ε(1)

A–V, follow the same form as
the fitted function in equation (16): (ε(1)

A–V = d + cx + bx2 +
ax3), where a, b, c and d are the pair interaction components
that need to be calculated.

The results of the fitting are shown in figures 2(a)–(c) for
the W–vacancy, Re–vacancy and Os–vacancy systems respec-
tively. The DFT data is shown using hollow markers whereas
the points used for fitting are shown as filled square mark-
ers. For the W–vacancy case, all of the DFT points plotted in
figure 2(a) were used to optimise the fit. The convex hull of the
data was calculated using the ConvexHull function from the
scipy library for vacancy concentrations lower than 0.1. Data
points at higher vacancy concentrations were chosen manually
to constrain the fitted function and optimise the fit in the data
below a vacancy concentration of 0.1.

Comparing the variables optimising during fitting with the
heat of solution given by equation (15) allows for the follow-
ing expressions to be defined for the unknown variables in the
atom–vacancy pair interaction coefficient:

a =
α

(z1 + θz2)
(17)

b =
β

(z1 + θz2)
(18)

c =
γ

(z1 + θz2)
(19)

d =
δ + z1

2 ε
(1)
A–A + z2

2 ε
(2)
A–A

(z1 + θz2)
. (20)

Using equations (17)–(20) and the optimised fitting vari-
ables α, β, γ and δ, summarised in figure 2, the values of the
pair interaction coefficients ε(1,2)

W–vac, ε
(1,2)
Re–vac and ε(1,2)

Os–vac were
calculated and are summarised in table 2. For the Os–vacancy
system a 2nd order polynomial is sufficient; therefore, a = 0
for this system.

2.6. Evaluating fit accuracy

The accuracy of the fitted polynomial functions shown in
figures 1 and 2 were assessed by calculating the loss function

 for each of the binary data sets, as well as for the corre-
sponding ternary systems shown in figure 3 and the quater-
nary W–Re–Os–vacancy system. The value of 
 is calculated
for each data set by considering the variation between the
ΔHmix predicted by the fitted function, ΔHpred

mix and the min-
imum value of the DFT data at that point. The DFT data was
first binned into i bins, (i = 30 for the data shown in figures 1
and 2) and the minimum ΔHmix, ΔHDFT

mix,i, from that bin, i, was
obtained. The corresponding value of ΔHmix predicted by the
pair interaction model for bin i, is also calculated and is given
byΔHpred

mix,i. The value of 
(i) for each of the i bins is calculated.

Table 4. Loss function, 
, calculated using equation (21), for each
of the binary, ternary and quaternary systems studied in this
project. 
 is calculated for the quaternary system, where ΔHpred

mix
was calculated using equation (4).

System 
 (eV)

W–Re 0.0071
W–Os 0.0262
Re–Os 0.0146
W–vacancy 0.0580
Re–vacancy 0.0967
Os–vacancy 0.2090
W–Re–Os 0.0250
W–Re–vacancy 0.0357
W–Os–vacancy 0.0914
Re–Os–vacancy 0.2000
W–Re–Os–vacancy 0.1376


 is calculated according to equation (21),


 =
1
Ni

∑
i

|ΔHpred
mix,i −ΔHDFT

mix,i| (21)

where Ni is the number of bins for which the difference
between DFT and the predicted ΔHmix was calculated (i.e. the
number of bins which contained DFT data). Overall the fitting
showed good agreement with the DFT data, as summarised
in table 4, with the highest deviation present for the solute-
vacancy systems. In this case, the disagreement between DFT
and the ΔHmix calculated using the pair interaction model
comes from fitting the interactions over the whole vacancy
concentration range, whereas at lower vacancy concentrations,
which are the most physically relavent for this study, the
agreement is better.

As discussed in section 2.3, we assume that ΔHmix could
be fitted by neglecting the ternary and quaternary interactions.
Therefore, in sections 2.4 and 2.5, we fit ΔHmix for each of the
6 binary systems, assuming that ΔHmix can be approximated
by equation (4). The validity of this assumption is assessed
by comparing the ternary and quaternary ΔHmix produced by
equation (4), to the ternary and quaternary DFT data for the
equivalent concentration.

For a ternary system of A, B and C atoms types, ΔHmix can
be written as a function of the concentrations, xA, xB and xC

and the heat of solution, Ωs, for each binary system, as shown
in equation (22).

ΔHmix ≈ ΩAB
s (1 − xB)xB +ΩAC

s (1 − xC)xC +ΩBC
s xBxC.

(22)
Figure 3 shows plots of ΔHmix, given by equation (22),

using the calculated pair interactions summarised in table
2 for the W–Re–Os, W–Re–vacancy, W–Os–vacancy and
Re–Os–vacancy systems. Multiple stacked points show the
locations of DFT simulations for a given solute concen-
tration. The DFT data was binned into concentration bins,
0.01 in width, from which the minimum ΔHmix value was
obtained. The difference between ΔHmix produced by the
pair interaction model, ΔHpred

mix , and the value calculated using
DFT, ΔHDFT

mix , was derived using the loss function 
 given by

8
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equation (21). Figure 3 shows the full concentration range of
both solute atoms and vacancies, with a vacancy concentration
of 0.1 marked by the red line in (b)–(d). Higher vacancy con-
centrations are not observed experimentally, and the vacancy
concentration in irradiated materials is typically much lower
than this. Therefore, the data shows at higher vacancy concen-
trations has limited physical meaning, but is included here to
illustrate the function that was fit to the DFT data.

The calculated values of 
 for the ternary systems shown
in figure 3 are summarised in table 4, as well as the corre-
sponding 
 calculated for the binary and quaternary systems.
For the W–Re–Os system, the deviation from the estimated
surface was small (
 = 0.0250 eV). In the W–Re–vacancy
and W–Os–vacancy systems the calculated 
 was larger but
still relatively small at 0.0357 eV and 0.0914 eV respectively.
The value of 
 was larger for the Re–Os–vacancy system at

 = 0.2000 eV and is likely a result of the imperfect fit-
ting shown in figure 2. Overall, these results show that the
ΔHmix for the 4 ternary systems considered can be appropri-
ately reconstructed using the calculated pair interaction model,
without the need for additional concentration dependencies.

3. Monte Carlo simulations

The parameterisation presented in the previous section was
implemented into a modified version of the open source
Stochastic Parallel PARticle Kinetic Monte Carlo Simulator
(SPPARKS) code, discussed in previous publications [35]. In
this model, process rates are calculated using the change in
energy, ΔEi j, between the initial and final states, i and j,
respectively. Each is calculated using the sum of pair interac-
tion coefficients between atoms mapped to a rigid bcc lattice.

Metropolis Monte-Carlo (MMC) simulations were per-
formed in which vacancy type defects exchange positions
with a neighbouring atom. The acceptance probability for a
metropolis exchange is calculated according to equation (23)

∏
i→j

= min

{
1, exp

(
−ΔH i→j

kBT

)}
, (23)

where H i→j is the change that occurs in an exchange event
between sites i and j, at a temperature T . Metropolis simula-
tions can be performed within this model using either inter-
stitial or vacancy type defects, but in the present study only
vacancy type defects are considered.

Canonical simulations were also performed in which atoms
can exchange with any neighbouring site within the 1NN shell,
defect or atom. This allows for simulations with a fixed solute
and defect concentration to be carried out, and for the study
of the equilibrium positions of solute atoms and equilibrium
configurations of solute-defect clusters. Exchange events in
the canonical simulations are also accepted with a probability
given by equation (23), where ΔH i→j is the change in energy
between the initial and final states in an exchange.

Finally, semi-grand canonical Monte-Carlo (SGMC) simu-
lations were carried out within the current model. In SGMC
simulations, atoms are selected at random from the simula-
tion cell and exchanged with a reservoir in which the atoms do

not interact. Both solvent and solute atoms can undergo these
exchange events if selected from the simulation cell, which
results in a fluctuating solute concentration. The probability for
an exchange event,

∏
i→j, is calculated according to equation

(24)

∏
i→j

= min

{
1, exp

(
−ΔEi→j −ΔμΔNB

kBT

)}
, (24)

whereΔEi→j is the change in energy between initial state i and
final state j; Δμ is the change in chemical potential, μ, given
by Δμ = μA − μB for elements A and B; ΔNB is the change
in the number of solute atoms, NB; and T is the temperature.

In a SGMC simulation using a fixed temperature and chem-
ical potential, the concentration of solute within the box fluctu-
ates through swaps with the reservoir until the system reaches
equilibrium. Inside a miscibility gap where a mixture of phases
are present, the change in chemical potential does not deter-
mine the composition of the system. The system is there-
fore unstable within these regions and jumps to single phase
regions, where the concentration is prescribed by the chem-
ical potential. By plotting the change in chemical potential,
Δμ, against the equilibrium concentration of solute atoms, the
miscibility gap can be identified.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Binding energies

The binding energies of various vacancy and solute-vacancy
clusters were calculated and compared to DFT results, to
assess the capabilities of the new parameterisation. The forma-
tion energy, Ef , of a vacancy-solute cluster is given by equation
(25)

Ef = Ebox − nAEcoh(A) − nBEcoh(B) − nCEcoh(C) (25)

where Ebox is the total energy of a simulation cell of N atoms
containing nA atoms of type A, nB B type solute atoms and nC

atom of type C. Ecoh(A), Ecoh(B) and Ecoh(C) are the cohesive
energies of elements A, B and C respectively.

Following the definition of equation (3), for a cluster con-
figuration i, in a box of element A, with n vacancies, m type
B solute atoms and k type C solute atoms, the cluster binding
energy, E(i)

bind is given by equation (26) [36],

E(i)
bind =

Single solute/Vacancyboxenergy︷ ︸︸ ︷
nEbox(1V) + mEbox(1B) + kEbox(1C)

− E(i)
box(nV; mB; kC)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Cluster i box energy

− (n + m + k − 1)Ebox(A)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Pure A box

(26)

where Ebox(1B) is the total energy of a simulation cell con-
taining a single atom of type B; Ebox(A) is the energy of a sim-
ulation cell containing no solute atoms, and E(i)

box(nv; mB; kC)
is the energy of the box containing the cluster, i. Equation (26)
can be used to calculate the binding energy of both vacancies or
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Figure 5. Void nucleation under the new energy parametersiation, in a 64 × 64 × 64 W atom box, simulated using a metropolis algorithm,
with number of MC steps and vacancy concentration highlighted. Individual vacancies are shown in blue and are introduced with a dose rate
of 1 × 10−2 per MC step.

a mixture of vacancy and solute atoms. In this form, a positive
value of the binding energy indicates an attractive interaction.

4.2. Vacancy clustering

The binding energy of vacancy clusters, ranging from the
di-vacancy to clusters of 15 vacancies, was evaluated using
equation (26) (see figure 4). Void formation is predicted at
clusters of 4 or more vacancies. There is a negative bind-
ing between pairs of vacancies in all of the configurations
simulated, corresponding to a repulsive interaction.

In the clusters containing 4 vacancies, the majority of the
configurations are also negative, indicating a repulsion, but in
some configurations the binding energy is positive, indicat-
ing an attractive interaction in some circumstances. This trend
continues in larger vacancy clusters, which show an increasing
attractive binding energy as the size of the cluster grows. This
suggests that under the new parameterisation, the formation of
large voids is predicted, as has been observed experimentally
under neutron irradiation. In previous pair interaction models
in which the local vacancy concentration was not considered,
this phenomena was not observed.

4.3. Void nucleation

To demonstrate the formation of voids under the new param-
eterisation, MMC simulations were carried out at 1800 K.
Figure 5 shows a 64× 64× 64 atom simulation cell into which
vacancies were inserted at a rate of 1 × 10−2 per MC step.
The vacancies are shown in blue with W atoms hidden and
the MC step and vacancy concentration is labelled under each

image. Initially there is a random distribution of vacancies in
the simulation cell, but after 2 ×106 MC steps, at a vacancy
concentration of 1.3 × 10−4, a small vacancy cluster starts to
appear. Over time this cluster begin to grow into a large void,
as shown at 3 × 107 MC steps at a vacancy concentration of
3.60 × 10−3, together with the nucleation of other voids which
also continue to grow.

4.4. Vacancy-solute clustering

To study the effect of Re and Os solute atoms on the stabil-
ity of vacancy clusters, the binding energy of a single vacancy
surrounded by an increasing number of solute atoms was cal-
culated using equation (26). A central vacancy was decorated
with an increasing number of Re or Os atoms within the 1NN
shell, until the vacancy was fully surrounded by solute atoms.
The calculated binding energies for the single vacancy-solute
clusters are shown in figure 6.

Figure 6 shows an increasingly attractive binding energy
as the number of Re and Os atoms surrounding the vacancy
increases. The equivalent DFT data is also plotted in figure
6, showing a similarly increasing trend with increasing solute
atoms. Os had a greater effect on the cluster stability than
the Re, with the binding energy of the 8 atom cluster being
more than double for Os than Re. Although trends are simi-
lar, the pair interaction model clearly overestimates the bind-
ing energy, most significantly for voids decorated with a high
concentration of Os atoms.

The binding energies of a randomised set of cluster config-
urations were calculated for a data base of vacancy–(Re, Os)

10
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Figure 6. Cluster binding energies for a single vacancy surrounded
with Re and Os solute calculated using the new W–Re–Os–vac
energy model. Also shown by the hollow markers is the binding
energy calculated for the equivalent configuration using DFT.

cluster configurations, according to equation (26). The calcu-
lated binding energies are shown in figure 8, with each point on
the x-axis representing a different cluster composition, marked
in the label for each x axis bin. The colour of each bin rep-
resents the number of vacancies in the cluster, as shown in
the legend. The first axis segment shows only vacancy clus-
ters, up to a maximum of 4. The following 2 axis segments
are clusters of vacancies and Re and vacancies and Os respec-
tively. The final axis segment shows a mixture of vacancies,
Re and Os. All of the clusters considered here contain a maxi-
mum of 4 solute atoms and vacancies. Figure 8 shows clearly
that both Re and Os stabilise small vacancy clusters including
di-vacancies. Os has the strongest effect on stabilisation, with
vacancy–Os clusters having the strongest attractive binding
energies.

Figure 7 shows the results of 3 simulations in which a start-
ing configuration of voids (with a vacancy concentration of
0.5 at.%), formed using MMC, is used as a starting point for
canonical simulations containing 1.4 at.%Re, 1.4 at.%Os and
1.4 at.%Re–0.1 at.%Os (approximately the same composi-
tion found in neutron irradiation experiments [11]). The solute
atoms were distributed randomly and then allowed to evolve
using the canonical algorithm. The results of these simulations
after a total of 3 × 107 MC steps are shown in figure 7. There is
a clear decoration of Re and Os visible in figures 7(b) and (c),
with Os decorating the voids most strongly. This was expected
due to the stronger Os–vacancy binding observed previously
under the current parameterisation. When both Re and Os are
present, Os segregates most strongly, followed by Re to a lesser
extent. This is fully consistent with the stronger Os–vacancy
than Re–vacancy binding shown in figure 8. This shows that
there is a thermodynamic driving force for the segregation of
these elements to voids in W. In order for void decoration to
actually take place, however, a kinetic-transport mechanism
needs to be active. This is most likely provided by the posi-
tive kinetic coupling existing between Re/Os solutes and point
defects [50], and will be further addressed in future studies. In
addition, further study using this new energy parameterisation

within a kinetic MC model is needed to further understand the
decoration of voids with Re and Os transmutation products.

4.5. Phase analysis

To investigate the phases predicted in W–Re and W–Os binary
systems under the new parameterisation, SGMC simulations
were carried out. Solute atoms are exchanged with a reser-
voir with an acceptance probability determined by equation
(24). The chemical potential for solute exchange,Δμ, is incre-
mented and the solute concentration after 100 MC steps/atom
in the simulation cell, was measured. Plots of Δμ vs solute
concentration are shown for the W–Re and W–Os systems in
figures 9(a) and (c) respectively. Figure 9 shows the presence
of miscibility gaps in both Re and Os systems, indicating a
phase change. The corresponding jump in the solute concentra-
tion indicates that a mixture of phases are present, and that the
chemical potential for solute exchange does not determine the
composition of the system, and is therefore unstable. No trans-
formation is observed at higher temperatures, suggesting that
longer time scales are required to reach equilibrium at these
temperatures or that the system is over the critical temperature.

For W–Re a jump to approximately 50 at.%Re is observed,
particularly steep at lower temperatures, as shown in figure
9. This is consistent with the concentration of the σ phase
intermetallic in W–Re. A similar transformation was observed
in previous parameterisations of W–Re [34,35]. For the
W–Os system, two transformations are visible, one from 0–50
at.%Os and a second from 50–75 at.%Os.

The structure of the curves at low temperatures shown in
figure 9 suggest that under the current parameterisation, sev-
eral intermetallic phases are stable in both Re and Os. These
phases have an ordered structure that is a result of fitting the
ordered configurations shown in figure 2 with a mean field
approach. Further improvement of the treatment of W–Re and
W–Os binary interactions will be the subject of future work.

A similar approach was applied to the W–vacancy system
to study vacancy precipitation. The equilibrium concentration
of vacancies was however too low to be produced using a rea-
sonable simulation box size. Instead, the vacancy precipitation
is studied using a mean field approximation. The formation
energy of the mono vacancy, Ef , can be calculated according to
equation (25) for a simulation cell containing a single vacancy.
The vacancy formation energy under the new parametrisa-
tion is 3.25 eV. The equilibrium vacancy concentration at
temperature T is then given by

Ceq = e−Ef/kBT . (27)

Under the pair interaction model, the internal energy, U,
can be expressed in terms of the heat of solution, Ω, and the
solute concentration, x, resulting the Helmholtz’s free shown
in equation (28).

ΔF = x(1 − x)Ω(x) − TΔS. (28)

The entropy of mixing contribution,ΔS is approximated as
kB(x1 log(x1) + x2 log(x2)), where x1 is the concentration of
solvent and x2 is the concentration of solute. Substituting into
equation (28), the Helmholtz free energyΔF can be expressed
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Figure 7. Canonical simulations for a W box containing 0.5 at.%vacancies, evolved with metropolis to form voids as shown in (a) canonical
simulations were carried out for (b) W–1.4Re, (c) W–1.4Os and (d) W–1.4Re–0.1Os, randomly distributed through the initial simulation
cell shown in (a) at a temperature of 1100 K.

Figure 8. Vacancy solute cluster binding energies, calculated using new W–Re–Os energy parametrisation. Label indicates the composition
of the each cluster, with each point on the x-axis representing a different cluster composition. The first axis segment is comprised of vacancy
clusters only. The second and third are vacancy–Re and vacancy–Os clusters respectively and the final axis segment is for mixed clusters of
vacancy–Re–Os. The color represents the number of vacancies in a cluster, as shown in the legend.
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Figure 9. Plot of the change in chemical potential, Δμ, for (a) Re
atom exchange with a Re solute reservoir as a function of Re
concentration, and (b) Os atom exchange with an Os solute reservoir
as a function of Os concentration.

in terms of temperature, T , and the solute concentration x,
where x1 + x2 = 1, as shown in equation (29), following the
Redlich–Kister expansion [51].

ΔF = x(1 − x)Ω(x) − kBT(x log(x) + (1 − x) log(1 − x)).
(29)

The heat of solution, Ω(x)s can be expressed in terms of the
pair interactions according to equation (11). A plot of equation
(29) against x shows two minima, one at low solute concen-
trations and one at high solute concentrations. The common
tangent between the minima was calculated at multiple tem-
peratures and a phase diagram for the W–vacancy system was
constructed, as shown in figure 10.

Figure 10 shows the W–vacancy phase diagram over the
lower concentration region, on a normal and log scale respec-
tively. Plotted in red is the equilibrium concentration of vacan-
cies given by equation (27) as a function of temperature. The
phase boundary determined by the common tangent method
is higher in concentration than the equilibrium concentration
across the whole range of temperature. This implies that a
certain concentration of vacancies is possible before void for-
mation is predicted. The difference in the curves is due to the

Figure 10. Low vacancy concentration section of the W–vacancy
phase diagram predicted by new parametrisation plotted on (a) a
regular x axis and (b) on a log axis of concentration.

repulsive interaction between pairs of vacancies which pre-
vents di-vacancy formation. The concentration at the boundary
is very low, indicating that under typical irradiation condi-
tions the material will be in a supersaturated state and will be
characterised by the precipitation of vacancy clusters.

5. Conclusion

In this study, a new local solute and defect concentration
dependent Ising model, for the W–Re–Os–vacancy system
was presented. The energy model was used to carry out
metropolis, canonical and semi-grand canonical simulations
within the W–Re–Os–vacancy system, to assess the formation
of vacancy and transmutation solute clusters in irradiated tung-
sten. The model presented in this study predicts an attractive
binding energy in vacancy clusters containing 4 or more vacan-
cies, whereas in smaller cluster a repulsive binding energy is
observed. This represents an improvement on previous Ising
models in which void formation is not predicted. The nucle-
ation and growth of voids was demonstrated in MMC simula-
tions, and decoration with Re and Os was observed in canoni-
cal simulations. Binding energy calculations showed that both
Re and Os stabilise small vacancy clusters, with the effect
of Os being the strongest. This implies that the presence of
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Re and Os transmutation products in a fusion reactor could
stabilise small voids. These findings agreed well with DFT
calculations for equivalent configurations, however, the model
overestimated the magnitude of the binding, particularly in
the case with Os. The overestimation of the binding energies
between vacancies and Re/Os solute atoms likely results in an
overestimation of the void decoration in the MC simulations,
however, this does not impact the relative strengths of the Os
and Re interactions. The prediction of void formation within
the new model allows for more accurate simulation of neu-
tron damage under fusion spectrum neutrons, in which void
formation has been observed in experiments from a range of
different reactors. Further study using this new energy model,
including KMC with Re, Os and vacancies will provide insight
into the formation of decorated voids under neutron irradiation
in W.
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